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Abstract: TTP/C (Time-Triggered Protocol Class C) is a mainstream communication protocol com-
monly utilized in cyber–physical systems within the aerospace and automotive industry. Unfor-
tunately, when it comes to the startup model, there are three issues in the standard of TTP/C
(namely AS6003). Firstly, AS6003 only mentions a high-level specification, which leads to a gap
between the standard and its implementation. Secondly, the standard startup model in AS6003
aggressively handles the multi-clique problem by dropping the first valid frame unconditionally
without a contention-detecting mechanism, resulting in additional time consumption in some types
of contention scenarios. At last, there is lack of the formal verification for the validity of the standard
startup model with an arbitrary number of nodes and the formal derivation of its upper bound of
startup time. To address these limitations, we propose a detailed and improved startup model named
ATWin based on AS6003. It not only bridges the gap between the top-level standard and its imple-
mentation by supplementing the undefined details, but it also enhances the efficiency of the startup
time by adding a contention-detecting strategy to the standard startup model. The ATWin model is
developed as an open-source implementation for TTP/C’s startup. We also formally demonstrate the
validity of ATWin and deduce its upper bound of startup time with an arbitrary number of nodes in
this paper.

Keywords: TTP/C; startup; the multi-clique problem; upper bounds of startup time; implementation

1. Introduction

The cyber–physical system (CPS) represents a new generation of intelligent systems
that integrate computing, communication, and control, enabling organic interactions be-
tween humans and the physical environment. The time-triggered architecture (TTA) [1–3]
is a general design framework for CPS that offers higher reliability, determinism, and main-
tainability compared to traditional event-triggered architecture [4]. It has been extensively
adopted in various embedded real-time industry domains, particularly in aerospace and
automotive electronics [5–8]. TTP/C (Time-Triggered Protocol Class C) [6,9–12], which is
based on TTA, has become the primary communication protocol for automotive networks
that cater to the requirements of the next generation of real-time systems [4]. Notably,
TTP/C is the first fully time-triggered communication protocol standardized by the So-
ciety of Automotive Engineers (SAE). This basic standard for TTP/C is named AS6003
(Aerospace Standard 6003) [13].

TTA establishes a unified global time base (GTB) within its system, which triggers a
set of services such as task scheduling and message processing periodically to ensure that
all nodes in the system work synchronously. The startup service [14] is one of the most
significant services of TTP/C, as it is responsible for transforming the TTP/C cluster from
an asynchronous state to a synchronous state within a limited time. This service should
have strong fault-tolerance capability and a strict upper bound of startup time. The key
points [15] of startup include how to reduce the startup time, verify the validity of the
startup model, and determine the upper bound of the startup time.
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There are three issues that need to be addressed in the startup of TTP/C. Firstly, as the
top-level design standard, the description of AS6003 [13,16] lacks details that should be
considered in actual implementation. The gap between the standard and its implemen-
tation need be bridged when the standard startup model outlined in AS6003 is put into
practice. Secondly, the standard startup model in AS6003 mandates that all cold-start nodes
shall unconditionally discard the first valid cold-start frame addressing the startup multi-
clique problem [17], i.e., the well-known split-brain problem in the distributed system. Its
contention-eliminating mechanism works; however, we find that the first valid cold-start
frame does not need discarding at some scenarios to speed up the startup. Thirdly, the ex-
isting research [18–20] utilize the model checking methods to verify the standard startup
model of AS6003 with limited nodes (i.e., ten or fewer). The correctness of the startup
model with arbitrary number of nodes has not been proved yet. In addition, the upper
time bound of the startup with any number of nodes has not not covered for AS6003 and
existing studies [14,21–23], where the upper bound is essential for performance assessment
and fault diagnosis of the startup model.

To address these issues, this paper proposes a detailed and improved startup model
for TTP/C called ATWin (Arrival Time Window). We carefully analyze the missing details
to fill the gap between the standard startup model of AS6003 and its implementation.
Furthermore, a contention-detecting strategy is added to the ATWin model in order to
reduce the startup time. ATWin selectively retains the first valid cold-start frame under
certain conditions, while the AS6003’s startup model unconditionally discards the first
valid cold-start frame. Hence, ATWin can speed up the startup phase in some cases. We
formally analyze the upper bound of time needed by ATWin to synchronize a cluster
with an arbitrary number of nodes and prove the validity of ATWin through formal
deduction, of which the exhaustive model checking methods fail to perform. As an open-
source implementation for the startup of TTP/C (the code is available at https://github.
com/Beyer-Yan/ttpc_project, accessed on 30 April 2023), the ATWin model not only
complements the undefined details in AS6003, but it also improves the startup efficiency.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• This paper proposes an improved and detailed startup model named ATWin with a
contention-detecting strategy based on AS6003. It not only bridges the gap between
the top-level standard and its implementation by supplementing the undefined details
of the startup model in AS6003, but it also enhances the time efficiency of the startup.

• The contention scenarios are classified into many different types in this paper. We
analyze the specific types of contention scenarios at which the first valid cold-start
frame can be retained. Based on the scenario classification, an efficient contention-
detecting strategy is added to the proposed model to reduce the startup time overhead
through retaining the first valid cold-start frame selectively.

• The validity of the ATWin startup model along with the upper bound of the startup time
is demonstrated by formal deduction, with any number of nodes by formal deduction.

In this paper, Section 2 introduces the background work and literature review, includ-
ing the fundamental structure of TTP/C, the standard startup model in AS6003, and an
analysis of the existing problems. Section 3 introduces the details of our ATWin model.
In Section 4, we present the formal analysis of ATWin and give the upper bound of the
startup time and the lower bound of the time for CRW. Section 5 offers a summary of
the strengths and limitations of this paper as well as an outline of potential avenues for
future research.

2. Background Work and Literature Review
2.1. TTP/C

The fundamental component of the TTA is the node that accesses a shared medium in
a time division multiple access (TDMA) manner. TTP/C, standardized by AS6003, follows
the basic design principles of TTA. The node of TTP/C, called the smallest replaceable
unit (SRU), consists of a host, a controller network interface (CNI), and a communication

https://github.com/Beyer-Yan/ttpc_project
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controller (CC). Multiple SRUs are combined to form a fault-tolerant unit (FTU) [24]. The
message descriptor list (MEDL) is responsible for setting the control signal. The bus is the
primary network topology of TTP/C, with two redundant communication channels. Each
channel has an optional centralized bus guardian (BG) that can be combined to form a
centralized bus guardian system [25,26].

TDMA enables each controller to transmit and receive frames during a predetermined
time interval specified by the GTB, as seen in Figure 1. For each node, the time interval spec-
ified by GTB is called a slot, whose duration is represented by ∆slot. The slots periodically
repeat in a TDMA round, and the periodically repeating TDMA round is called a cluster
cycle. Each slot comprises multiple phases. In the pre-transmission preparation phase
(PSP), the node reads the scheduling information of the slot and the attribute configuration
of the node from MEDL. If a node is ready to transmit the data frame, the data transmitted
or received during the upcoming transmission phase (TP) must be prepared during the
PSP phase, whose duration is indicated by ∆PSP. The ∆TP indicates the duration of the
TP phase. During the post-receive phase (PRP), the TTP/C processes the received data,
and performs corresponding protocol services. ∆PRP indicates the duration of the PRP
phase in a slot. The action time (AT) denotes the moment when the node sends or receives
a frame. The idle phase (IDL) may not exist, which is generally merged into the PRP phase.
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Figure 1. The time slot structure of TTP/C.

2.2. The Startup Task of the TTP/C Cluster

The startup task of the TTP/C cluster centers on the establishment of consistent
communication parameters for asynchronous nodes within a limited time, such as GTB,
group membership vector (GMV), initial time slots (ITS) and other parameters. There are
two core problems in the startup phase, including determining the upper bound for startup
time and addressing contention issues.

A. Contention during startup
This paper focuses on the contentions that occur in bus-based deployments. Due to

the propagation delay of the physical layer channel, nodes initiating startup that are unable
to detect each other’s presence in time may simultaneously perform cold-startup, resulting
in concurrent startup. The phenomenon of contention is fundamentally a consequence of
concurrent startup and can be categorized into two types: physical contention and logical
contention, as noted by Steiner [15]. Physical contention arises from overlapping frames,
whereby multiple nodes access the common communication medium to transmit message
frames nearly simultaneously. In bus-based deployments, logical contention occurs when
the message frames sending time is shorter than the propagation delay time within the
system, resulting in the message failing to completely occupy the entire channel. In such
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an instance, if remote nodes attempt to send frames nearly simultaneously, there may be
contention due to frame overlapping.

B. The upper bound of startup time
It is requisite for a TTP/C cluster to complete startup in a limited time. The upper

bound of the startup time is a critical requirement for the system. The accurate upper
bound of startup time is essential to validate the startup model’s effectiveness in practice.
It is influenced by factors such as system size, the contention-removing strategy, and delay
parameters. Prior studies, including Steiner et al. [18] and Lonn et al. [27], have employed
model checking methods to estimate a coarse-grained upper bound of startup time for
TTP/C clusters with a fixed number of nodes. In these methods, the initial upper bound
is subjectively estimated, such as one slot, and subsequently adjusted until the model
checking method fails to provide a counter-example. However, the credibility of these
methods is related to the startup model. In addition, the current research lacks a fine-
grained formal representation of the upper bound of startup time for a TTP/C cluster with
any number of nodes.

2.3. The Standard Startup Model in AS6003

A. The standard startup process
The SAE [13] provides a top-level description of the standard startup model for a

TTP/C cluster in AS6003. Steiner et al. [16] describes a standard startup model through
state transitions. Specifically, this model employs a timeout mechanism that utilizes three
kinds of timeout timers per node, including the startup timeout timer, the listening timeout
timer, and the cold-start timeout timer. These timeout values ensure that each node has a
different timeout sequence, and the nodes can startup correctly. The definitions of these
timeout values are given below.

Timeout value of the start timeout timer: the duration between the time when Node
i is allowed to perform cold-start fails to start and the time when the nodes attempts to
perform a cold-start again. The timeout value is:

∆i
startup =

i

∑
j=0

∆slotj
(1)

∆slotj
indicates the slot duration for Node j.

Timeout value of the listening timeout timer: the duration between the time when
Node i that is allowed to perform cold-starts starts and the time when the node performs a
cold-start. Its value is:

∆i
listen = 2∆TDMA + ∆i

startup (2)

∆TDMA represents the duration of a TDMA cycle, which is statically specified in the
design phase.

Timeout value of the cold-start timeout timer: The minimum duration between the
two successive cold-start operations of Node i that performs the cold-start process.

∆i
coldstart = ∆TDMA + ∆i

startup (3)

Table 1 provides some existing symbol definitions of TTP/C for easy reference.
The standard startup process [16] of a TTP/C cluster defined in AS6003 can be delin-

eated into four distinct protocol states, namely the initialization state (INIT), the listening
state (LISTEN), the cold-start state (cold-start), and the synchronization state (SYNC).
The SYNC state comprises two sub-states, namely the active state (ACTIVE) and the
passive state (PASSIVE), which are distinguished by whether the node has obtained the
sending authentication. The timeout timers play an important role in state transitions
during startup.
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Table 1. Some symbol definitions of TTP/C.

Symbols Annotations

∆TDMA Duration of a TDMA round

∆slotj
Duration of a slot for Node j

∆PSP Duration of the PSP phase of a slot

∆TP Duration of the TP phase of a slot

∆PRP Duration of the PRP phase of a slot

∆i
startup Timeout value of the startup timeout timer of Node i

∆i
listen Timeout value of the listening timeout timer of Node i

∆i
coldstart Timeout value of the cold-start timeout timer of Node i

Figure 2 depicts the state transition diagram for the standard startup process of a
TTP/C cluster in AS6003. The process begins with the node entering the INIT state upon
power-on to load the MEDL and to verify its correctness. The node then proceeds to
the LISTEN state, in which it awaits receipt of a valid integrated frame within ∆i

listen.
If the system is operational and a valid integrated frame is received, the node attempts to
integrate into the running system and transits into the SYNC state. When a node permitted
to perform cold-start receives a valid cold-start frame, the node is forced to discard the
frame if it is the first frame within the startup phase, and then, it re-enters the LISTEN
state. Otherwise, the node enters the cold-start state. During the LISTEN state, any node
receiving an integrated frame or a cold-start frame becomes the receiving node. If no frames
are received within the listening time, a node allowed to perform cold-start becomes the
sending node and proceeds to the cold-start state after transmitting the cold-start frame. If a
node is a non-core node or has exceeded the maximum number of cold-starts, it re-enters
the LISTEN state again. In the cold-start state, the node needs to perform a cold-start
acknowledgment, and the core node needs to try to begin a TDMA. During TDMA, if the
node is in the transmission slot, the clique algorithm should be executed. If the node
belongs to the majority clique, the node is determined that its synchronization is successful.
At this time, it transfers to the SYNC state and sends the frames for synchronization
confirmation. If the node belongs to a minority clique, it should re-enter the LISTEN state.
If the group detection fails, the node waits ∆i

startup. If it receives an integrated frame or a
cold-start frame during the waiting period, it enters the LISTEN state again. Otherwise the
node attempts to send the cold-start frame again and enters the cold-start state.

INIT

COLD 

START

SYNC

LISTEN

T0

T1

T3

T5

T4

T2

T6

Figure 2. The state transition diagram for the standard startup process in AS6003.

B. The contention eliminating strategy in AS6003
When it comes to handling the contention, the standard startup model in AS6003 only

uses the explicit sematic-full start frame as the initial signal of the startup, and it adopts
a priority-based back-off strategy to handle the contention that may rise from concurrent
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access to the shared communication media when synchronization of the system has not
been achieved. In view of the multi-clique problem, the standard startup model forces the
start nodes to disconnect the channel at the first startup and the receiving nodes to drop the
first valid cold-start frames, in order to prevent any divergence during the startup phase.

The sequence diagram in Figure 3 illustrates how the standard startup model elimi-
nates contentions. Assume that concurrent startup occurs between Node i and j, the logical
contention occurs between Node m and n, and the bus contention occurs at Node k. Node i
and node j fail to detect a clique after a cold-start cycle, and then, they re-enter the LISTEN
state. Node m and n are required to discard the first cold-start frame and re-enter the
COLDSTART state again. Node k enters the LISTEN state directly due to bus contention.
In the next round of startup, Node i obtains the right to send the first frame due to the
precise timer timeout value and ensures that the subsequent nodes receive the cold-startup
frame from node i before the timer expires. Node k receives valid cold-start frames during
this round of startup, but it is not permitted to join the system until the next TDMA round.
Even if all receiving nodes receive a valid cold-start frame, they cannot determine whether
to enter the SYNC state directly. Each node must run the clique detection algorithm at the
sending slot to verify whether it is in the majority clique of the cluster.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that in AS6003, all the first valid frames are intentionally
discarded during the startup phase to force the nodes to re-enter the listening state. This
strategy is used to avoid the inconsistent judgment of the concurrency state. However,
this strategy may result in an increase in the time required for nodes to reach the SYN
state in certain situations, rendering the analysis of the upper bound of the startup time
more challenging. If all nodes that open their receivers before channel activity can make a
consistent judgment for the contention state within a fixed time, there is no need to forcibly
discard all of the first valid frame.
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Figure 3. The sequence diagram of contention eliminating in the standard startup model. The black
box represents the sending frame, while the gray box represents the receiving frame in this figure.
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2.4. Existing Problems

References [18–20] verify the correctness of the standard startup model through var-
ious model-checking methods, albeit with a limited number of nodes. Reference [14]
analyzes the principles and limitations of different methods of model checking

Through careful analysis, we find that there are two primary problems in the standard
startup model when we implement it. One is that the standard startup model in AS6003 is
by no means an effort to cover its implementation in detail, but it only gives a high-level
description. The other one is that the contention-eliminating strategy mandates the removal
of the first valid cold-start frame in all cases, without any provision for detecting contention.
This may lead to increased time consumption. The two aforementioned problems have
been depicted in Figure 4. Marks 1 through 5 in Figure 4 highlight several crucial details
that must be considered in the actual implementation of the model, which are not addressed
in the standard startup model. Mark 6 in Figure 4 indicates that the contention-removing
mechanism that can be improved is employed in the standard startup model.

Node i and j in Figure 4 start concurrently. AS6003 supposes that they start to transmit
the cold-start frame at the same time. However, in a real physical environment, the concur-
rent startup does not absolutely simultaneous startup. There may be a time deviation in
the startup time of concurrent nodes, as depicted in Mark 2. The standard startup model of
AS6003 does not provide a formal expression of this time deviation and does not offer the
bound of the deviation time under which the system can start correctly, which is critical for
evaluating the correctness of the startup model.

Mark 3 and Mark 4 in Figure 4 indicate the time interval between two frames, where
Mark 3 sends the nodes and Mark 4 receives the nodes. The determination of these time
intervals is essential for analyzing the types of contention scenarios and determining at
which specific scenario the first valid cold-start frame can be retained.

Mark 5 signifies the time when a receiving node receives a complete cold-start frame,
after which it is unclear whether the node can complete synchronization. The standard
startup model does not define the necessary actions that a node needs to take if synchro-
nization is not achieved, and no existing studies provide a solution to this issue.

Frame i Frame j

Frame jFrame i

Frame i

Frame j

Frame i

Frame iFrame j

Frame i

Frame i

Frame i

Frame i
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Node i

Node m

Node k

Node n
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collision detected
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big bang performed
restart listen timeout n

cold start 
round

startup
timeout j

sync on i

sync on i

sync on i

drop it
big-bang 
perfomed

sending

Figure 4. The listed six problems in standard startup model. The black box represents the sending
frame, while the gray box represents the receiving frame in this figure. The listed six problems are
indicated in red numbers in this figure.

The shaded portion denoted as Mark 1 in Figure 4 represents the observation win-
dow, which can monitor the activity of the entire channel over a specified time frame.
The determination of both the start and end times of this window is essential in actual im-
plementation. However, the standard startup model in AS6003 lacks clarity in this regard.

Furthermore, Mark 6 represents the time when the contention-removing mechanism
of the startup model discards frames. The startup model prescribed by AS6003 does not
include a mechanism to detect contention, but instead mandates the implementation of
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a priority back-off strategy to eliminate potential contention. However, the contention
removing of the standard startup model only makes sense when the contention has already
occurred. In some cases, the system can achieve synchronization without discarding frames,
which reduces the startup time.

To solve the above problems, this paper gives a detailed and improved startup model
with a contention-detection strategy based on the top-level standard AS6003. The proposed
startup model is named ATWin because an arrival time window (ATW) is added to detect
the contention as each node’s local observation window and to determine whether the
first cold-start frame should be discarded, thus reducing the startup time caused by the
mandatory frame-dropping mechanism in AS6003. The validity of our ATWin model is
demonstrated through formal deduction, and the upper bound of time needed by ATWin
to synchronize a TTP/C cluster with an arbitrary number of nodes is given as a way of a
general formal expression.

3. The Proposed Startup Model ATWin

In this section, the proposed startup model ATWin is described in detail. We first
divide the contention scenarios into different types and analyze at which specific types of
contention situations the first valid cold-start frame does not need to be discarded. Then,
based on the above analysis, we propose our startup model ATWin by adding a local
observation window named ATW for detecting these specific types of contention situations
and a contention flag for labeling them to the standard startup model. We employ a state
transition diagram to explain the proposed startup model ATWin, similar to the standard
startup model in Section 2.3. Moreover, we formally derive the lower time bound of the
ATW for a node that can monitor the activity of the entire channel. Finally, we compare the
standard startup model with the ATWin model.

3.1. Contention Scenarios

The contention is a consequence of concurrent startup. In the proposed startup model
ATWin, each node has their own local ATW to monitor the channel and to determine
whether contention has occurred or not by the received frames. From the perspective
of a node, the contention scenarios of a TTP/C cluster in bus-based deployments can be
classified into three major categories, denoted as C1 to C3. These categories are mainly
determined by the different frames received by a node within the ATW, as illustrated in
Table 2. However, the local ATW can not make a global judgment.

Table 2. Contention scenarios from the perspective of a node in a TTP/C cluster during startup.

Category Annotation Explanation

C1 The node receives only one frame within the ATW, The node cannot determine whether contention has occurred or not.
and the frame is a valid cold-start frame.

C2 The node receives multiple frames within the ATW, The node can determine the occurrence of contention.
and the first one is a valid cold-start frame.

C3 The node receives overlapping frames within the ATW The node can determine the occurrence of contention.
and then turns off its receiver because the first frame is invalid.

3.2. The Startup Model ATWin

A. The startup process of ATWin
The state transition diagram of the ATWin model is presented in Figure 5. For the

different contention scenarios, the proposed startup model innovatively subdivides the
LISTEN state and the COLDSTART state into multiple sub-states based on the standard
startup model. Specifically, the LISTEN state is partitioned into four sub-states, while the
COLDSTART state is divided into six sub-states. The specific meaning, action and duration
of the sub-states proposed in this paper are provided in Table 3.
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The time duration of ATW is denoted as ∆window, and the contention flag is denoted as
c f lag. When the ATWin model starts, the value of c f lag defaults to 1, indicating that there
is contention. When its value becomes 0, it indicates that there is no contention.
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SUBCS

 ≤ ∆coldstart ∆∆window window

Figure 5. The state transition diagram of the ATWin startup model.

In Figure 5, the two states highlighted in gray are the INIT state and the SYNC state.
The INIT state represents the system initialization phase and marks the beginning of the
TTP/C cluster startup cycle. The SYNC state denotes the state where the system achieves
complete startup. The upper identifier of each state indicates its running duration. A value
of 0 indicates that the state is merely judged, and its running time can be ignored. The fixed
time identifier, such as ∆PRP above the state of CS5, indicates that nodes in this state run for
a predetermined time, even if the action has already been completed. The predetermined
time must be greater than the worst-case execution time of the state action. An identifier
with an unequal sign in the figure, such as ≤ n∆slot, indicates that the state’s duration
is at most n∆slot, where n is a statically specified value according to the configuration
parameter of the node, and the variation of the duration is in units of slots. The identifier
∞ represents that the state can theoretically last for an infinite amount of time. Table 3
provides the states of the ATWIN startup model, the specific actions to be performed for
each state, and the duration. All actions of a state should be completed within the duration
of the state. The states marked with diagonal lines in Figure 5 indicate the unconditional
transition states.

B. The contention-detecting strategy in ATWin
The mandatory contention-eliminating strategy in the standard startup model forces

the node to discard the first valid frame according to AS6003, even in the absence of
contention. Unfortunately, there is no contention-detecting strategy in the standard startup
model. However, under some contention scenarios, there may be no need to discard the first
valid frame. Therefore, this paper proposes a novel contention-detection strategy to detect
these types of contention scenarios to improve the standard startup model’s shortcomings.

In our contention-detecting strategy, when a node starts, the listening process is first
performed to determine whether it is a sending node or a receiving node. If it is a sending
node, it marks the current round of startup as contention and enters the sending process.
During the sending process, the node immediately enters the cold-start process to send
a cold-start frame and then performs the cold-start process. If it is a receiving node, it
immediately enters the ATWin process to monitor the channel and then waits for the ATW
to expire. If the received frame within the ATW is invalid, the value of c f lag is still 1 to mark
as contention, and the node re-enters the listening phase. If a valid frame is received within
the ATW, the node judges whether the contention is detected at the last round of startup.
If not, the frame is discarded, and this round of startup fails at this time, and the node
should try to restart. If there is a contention detected in the last round of startup, the frame
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is adopted, and the cold-start state is entered. After the cold-start process finishes, the node
completes the startup if the cold-start frame is sent successfully; otherwise, the node fails
to start and tries to restart.

Table 3. The state interpretation in the ATWin startup cycle.

States Derived States Actions Time Duration

LI
ST

EN

LISTEN1

Starts receiver; sets the value of local lock to 0; sets the TDMA round to 0; starts
local clock; starts channel detecting. If channel activity is detected during listening
timeout, then the node transits into LISTEN2 state; if the listening timeout expires,
and the node is allowed to perform cold-start, then the state of the node transits
into CS4 state and tries performing cold-start.

Variable duration with the upper
bound ∆LISTEN

LISTEN2
Waits for the end of ATW. After the end of ATW, the node transits into LISTEN3
state. Fixed duration ∆window

LISTEN3

Checks the channel status. If the channel activity is judged as noise, then the node
transits into LISTEN1 state again; if ATWin reports a contention, the node clears
cflag and transits into LISTEN1 state; otherwise the node transits into LISTEN4
state.

0

LISTEN4

Clears the c-flag to 0 and performs the routine transactions of PRP phase. The node
needs to wait for the end of the PRP phase, then transits into CS1 state if the
received frame is CS frame, or transits into SYNC state if the received frame is X/I
frame.

Fixed duration ∆PRP

C
O

LD
ST

A
R

T

CS1

Is a synchronized cold-start state. The node in the state assumes itself a successful
startup and performs a TDMA round just like the SYNC state. When the PSP
phase of the next TDMA round starts, the node in this state transits into CS2 state.

Variable duration with the upper
bound n∆slot

CS2

Performs clique-detecting algorithm. If the node reports a majority clique, it
transits into the SYNC state after the PSP phase; if the node reports a minority, it
transits into the CS3 state; if the node reports a blackout, then it transits into the
SUBCS state.

Fixed duration ∆PSP

CS3 Stops local lock; stops receiver; transits into LISTEN1 state unconditionally. 0

CS4

Sets the value of local clock; starts local clock; sets the c-state; sets node timing
parameters; sends a cold-start frame; waits for the end of ATW. After the end of
ATW, the node transits into CS5 state.

Fixed duration ∆window

CS5
Performs the routine transactions of the PRP phase; waits for the end of the PRP
phase. After the end of PRP phase, the nodes transit into CS1 state. Fixed duration ∆PRP

SUBCS

Is a synchronized cold-start state. Sets the value of local clock to 0; starts local
clock; starts receiver; starts channel listening. If the node exceeds the max entry
limit of cold-start times, then the node transits into LISTEN1 state. If the node
detects channel activities before the expired time of startup timeout timer, then
the node transits into LISTEN2 state.

Variable duration with the upper
bound ∆coldstart

The node is only allowed to send or receive frames within the ATW. Its transceiver
is turned off whenever the time of ATW is over and the frames outside of the ATW are
discarded automatically. If a buffer is used for receiving overflows, the received frame is
truncated and judged as an invalid frame. If the receiving node receives multiple frames
within the ATW, only the last frame is retained. If a received frame is invalid, the receiver
of the node should be closed to stop receiving frames, and all the received frames within
the ATW are marked as invalid frames. The invalid overlapping frames indicate that
contention has occurred in this round of startup. In the contention elimination strategy
of AS6003, if contention occurs in this round, it shall definitely be eliminated in the next
round of startup.
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There is no contention-detecting strategy in the standard startup model. If the type of
contention scenario is C1, the ATWin model cannot determine whether there is contention
occurring, marked as pseudo-contention. If the type of contention scenario is C2 or C3, the
ATWin model can detect contention that has occurred. If the type of contention scenario
is C1 or C2, the receiving node can receive one valid cold-start frame in both scenarios.
In these two contention scenarios, both the proposed model and the standard model
perform the same operation, discarding the first cold-start frame and successfully starting
in the next round. The difference is that our ATWin model can detect contention in the
C2 scenario, while the standard model can not. If the type of contention scenario is C3,
the receiving node receives overlapping frames. After discarding the invalid frames, our
startup model starts successfully in the next round, but the standard startup model must
re-enter the listening state and wait for a valid cold-start frame. In a C3-type contention
scenario, our startup model saves at least time of one startup cycle, compared to the
standard startup model. The differences in detecting and eliminating contention between
the standard startup model and our ATWin startup model are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. The differences in detecting and eliminating contention between the standard startup model
and our ATWin startup model.

Type
Standard Model ATWin Model

Detect Eliminate Detect Eliminate

C1 No
Discarding the first cold-start
frame and then successfully start-
ing in the next round.

Pseudo-
contention

Discarding the first cold-start
frame and then successfully start-
ing in the next round.

C2 No
Discarding the first cold-start
frame and then successfully start-
ing in the next round.

Contention
occurs

Discarding the first cold-start
frame and then successfully start-
ing in the next round.

C3 No

Discarding the invalid frames
and then re-entering the listen-
ing state and waiting for a valid
cold-start frame.

Contention
occurs

Discarding the invalid frames
and then successfully starting in
the next round.

In summary, the contention-detecting strategy in the ATWin model refines the con-
dition of dropping frame and clarifies the contention scenario where there is no need to
discard the frame. Specifically, ATWin can reduce the startup time in the C3-type contention
scenario, saving the system at least one TDMA cycle of time. In the other two contention
scenarios, our model does not save time compared to the standard startup model.

3.3. The Lower Time Bound of ATW

This section focuses on the lower bound of ATW time to meet the requirements
of a normal startup of the system. Several definitions and corresponding symbols are
introduced to explain the derivation and the proof.

A startup cycle, denoted as n, is a process that starts from the time when any node in
the system attempts to access the bus and ends with the next accessing attempt after the
contention elimination. If multiple nodes start almost simultaneously, the first transmission
time is considered as the start of a startup cycle.

In the n-th round startup, the node abandons the cold-start if it detects channel activity
before the listening timeout timer expires. Let S denote the node set; Sc(n) denotes the
nodes that are allowed to perform cold-start; Sl(n) denotes the nodes that give up the
cold-start operation during the n-th round startup; St(n) denotes the nodes that normally
perform the cold-start operation; and Sz(n) denotes the nodes that have not been started
during the n-th round startup. Thus, (4) holds, as seen in Figure 6.

Sc(n) = Sl(n) + St(n) + Sz(n) (4)
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Figure 6. Node classification during cluster startup.

The listening timeout Ti
listen(n) refers to the listening timeout time point of node i in

startup cycle n.
Channel delay propk

i denotes the communication delay from node i to node k, including
propagation delay and digitization error. For bus deployment, the channel delay between
node i and node k is symmetrical. Its maximum one-way transmission delay is abbreviated
as ∆prop. That is to say, there is a formula, which is ∆prop = max{propk

i }.
Concurrent startup refers to a phenomenon that there exists at least two nodes, named

node i and node j, satisfying the condition
∣∣∣Ti

listen(n)− T j
listen(n)

∣∣∣ ≤ propj
i . It is also called

the true-contention phenomenon.
Arrival Time TRk

i (n) refers to the arrival time point when the cold-start frame sent by
node i is received by node j at the n-th round of startup. In the startup model, the sending
node sends a cold-start frame immediately at the timeout time of the listening timeout
timer; thus, Equation (5) can be entailed.

TRk
i (n) = Tk

listen(n) + propk
i (5)

For any two nodes in set St, they should satisfy the constraint below.

TRk
i (n) > Ti

listen(n) (6)

Head node hd(n) refers to the earliest start node that sends the cold-start frame firstly
at the n-th round of startup. If there exist multiple nodes whose listening timeout timers
expire at the same time in a startup cycle, the head node in this startup cycle is the node
with the smallest number id.

The decision time point Ti
start(n) refers to the instant that the node i starts the post-cold-

start process, which is specified by the instant of the end of the current slot for cold-start
sending nodes and the instant of the end of the ATW for cold-start receiving nodes.

The epoch node EPOi(n) refers to the node that satisfies conditions below in startup
cycle n: if node i ∈ St(n), then the EPOi(n) for node i in startup cycle n is the node i; if the
node i ∈ St(n), then the node EPOi(n) for node i in this startup cycle is the earliest node of
all nodes in the ATWin of the node i. If there exist multiple nodes satisfying the conditions
aforementioned, the smallest node id is EPOi(n). In the startup cycle n, there must be a
node EPOi(n) for every node i.

Activity time for node i refers to the instance for node i that opens its ATWin in startup
cycle n. As it can be concluded from the definition, if node i ∈ St(n), Ti

atstart(n) = Ti
listen(n);

if i ∈ Sl(n), Ti
atstart(n) = TREPOi

i (n), where EPOi is the epoch of node i.
Compensating time δ refers to the longest time interval from the instant when a node

ends its ATW to the instant when the node completes the synchronizing.
The definitions of symbols proposed in this paper are summarized in Table 5 for easy

reference. These definitions are explained in detail above.
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Table 5. The definitions of symbols proposed in this paper.

Symbols Annotations

S Set of core nodes allowed for cold-start

St(n) Set of sending nodes in the n-th round of startup

Sl(n) Set of receiving nodes in the n-th round of startup

Sz(n) Set of unstarted nodes in the n-th round of startup

Ti
listen(n) Listening timeout time of node i during the n-th round of startup

propk
i Propagation delay from node i to node k

∆prop The max propagation delay in a TTP/C cluster

∆window Duration of ATW

∆ f rame Duration of transmitting a complete cold-start frame

Nk Specified slot number of node k in designed phase

TRi
k(n) The arrival time of the cold-start frame from node k to node i

hd(n) The head node in the n-th round of startup

Ti
start(n) Time when node i starts the PSP phase in the n-th round of startup

Ti
atstart(n) Activity time for node i in the n-th round of startup

EPOi(n) The epoch node of node i in the n-th round of startup

δ The compensating time

Let the duration of the ATW be ∆window. Let the time duration of sending time for a
cold-start frame be ∆ f rame. For the reason of physical contention and logic contention in
the bus topology, the ∆window should be set with enough time within which the sending
node can completely send a cold-start frame, and the receiving nodes can receive cold-start
frames from all sending nodes. The relationship between the listening timeout values of
the nodes in St(n) can be described by Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. During the n-th round of startup, for any node i and node j in the union set of Sl(n)
and St(n), the absolute difference value between their active time points must be less than or equal
to the maximum propagation delay. Its formal expression is Inequality (7) (see Appendix A for
the proof). ∣∣∣Ti

atstart(n)− T j
atstart(n)

∣∣∣ ≤ ∆prop (7)

The meaning of Theorem 1 is that when the start time interval between node i and
node j is less than ∆prop, node i and node j start simultaneously. It supplements one of the
missing details of AS6003, marked in Mark 2 in Figure 4.

Let the number of the sending nodes in set St(n) be m and the number of the receiving
nodes in set Sl(n) be g. To ensure that any receiving node k (k ∈ Sl(n)) can receive all the
cold-start frames within ATW, the constraint is given in Formula (8) for any node i and
node j in St(n).

min(∆window) ≥ max
{

TRi
k(n)− TRj

k(n)
}
+ ∆ f rame (8)

According to Theorem 1, the constraints are listed as follows:

0 ≤ propi
j ≤ ∆prop, ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m + g} (9)∣∣∣Ti

listen(n)− T j
listen(n)

∣∣∣ ≤ ∆prop, ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} (10)

propi
j = propi

k + propj
k, ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m + g}, i ≤ k ≤ j (11)
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where TRi
k(n) is related to the listening timeout time of node i and the propagation delay be-

tween node i and node k. According to the definition and Formula (9),
max

{
TRi

k(n)− TRj
k(n)

}
can be computed as:

max
{

TRi
k(n)− TRj

k(n)
}

= max
{

Ti
listen(n) + propi

k − T j
listen(n)− propj

k

}
= max

{
Ti

listen(n)− T j
listen(n)}+ max{propi

k − propj
k

}
= ∆prop + max

{
propi

k − propj
k

} (12)

According to Formula (8), the propagation delay must be greater than zero. Combined
with Formula (11), when propi

k obtains the maximum value, propi
k could obtain the

minimum value. Therefore,
(

propi
k − propj

k

)
can also obtain the maximum value under

the condition. The following formula must be satisfied.

min(∆window) ≥ 2∆prop + ∆ f rame (13)

∆window supplements one of the missing details of AS6003, marked as Mark 1 in
Figure 4.

Formula (14) is derived from the above analysis.

max
{

propi
k − propj

k

}
= ∆prop (14)

Since the nodes are not allowed to perform other operations in the protocol within
ATW, there is a compensation time δ reserved for nodes to complete the remaining opera-
tions for synchronization. The required value for δ should not exceed the slot exhaustion
time of the sending node, as shown in Figure 7, where ∆PRP is the duration time of the PRP
in the TTP/C three-phase cycle.

Figure 7. The sequence diagram of the Compensating time.

To maintain compatibility with the AS6003, the duration time of the ∆TP phase in its
time slot can be set to the length of ∆window without a dedicated timer if the dedicated MEDL
is used in the startup phase. In the MEDL design phase, ∆TP should satisfy Formula (15).

∆TP ≥ 2∆prop + ∆ f rame (15)

At this time, the compensation time should meet the constraint condition defined in
Formula (16). The compensation time supplements one of the missing details of AS6003,
marked Mark 5 in Figure 4.

δ ≤ ∆PRP − ∆prop (16)

To sum up, in order to start correctly, the lower bound time of ATW is (2∆prop +∆ f rame).
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3.4. Comparison with the Standard Startup Model

By supplementing the undefined part of the standard startup model in AS6003, we
give a detailed implementation for our ATWin startup model. By analyzing the stan-
dard startup model’s shortcomings that it lacks a contention-detecting strategy, we add a
contention-detecting strategy to the ATWin model by constructing an arrival time window.
The innovative strategy modifies the original mandatory frame-dropping mechanism and
improves the startup time of the system. By deducing formally, we find that under the
condition that the minimum time of ATW satisfies 2∆prop + ∆ f rame , our proposed startup
model can make the system startup correctly. The main differences between the standard
startup model and our ATWin startup model can be concluded in Table 6.

Table 6. The main differences between the standard startup model and our ATWin startup model.

Refinements Standard Model ATWin

Behaviors of cold-start sending
nodes when bus contention occurs Undefined ATW with lower bound

Behaviors of listening nodes at
startup time

Drop off the first valid frame
forcedly

Drop off the first valid frame
according to the contention-
detecting status in ATWin

Applicative system topology Undefined Bus topology, but star topology
is also applicative in some cases

Formal definition of concurrent
startup Undefined Formally defined

Timing guarantee and behaviors def-
inition after the frame reception at
startup time

Vague Formally defined

Proof of correctness
Model checking with lim-
ited nodes with fault tolerant
cases

Formal analysis with arbitrary
number of nodes under fault free
cases

Startup upper bound Not given Formal expression

4. Formal Demonstration of the Validity of the ATWin Model

In this section, we present a formal demonstration of the validity and scalability of our
startup model ATWin in a TTP/C cluster with any number of nodes. An effective startup
model is characterized by its ability to eliminate contention and achieve synchronization
within a specified time frame. Therefore, we provide a comprehensive illustration of
the validity of our startup model by focusing on two aspects: its ability of contention
elimination and the upper bound of its startup time.

4.1. The Ability of Contention Eliminating

Based on the above analysis, the reliability of the first frame received by a receiving
node is uncertain, as it may activate its receiver at any time. Therefore, the first round
of startup is always considered as contention according to AS6003. Theorem 1 shows
that the sending times of the concurrent startup nodes are always within a limited time
interval. The receiving nodes should perform the priority back-off strategy at the end of
ATW according to the setting of the priority back-off timer. All sending nodes should try to
execute a specific TDMA round after sending a cold-start frame, to determine whether they
are in the majority clique. According to the AS6003, the sending node needs to enter the PRP
phase at the end of ATW, and they should start clique detection in the PSP phase of the next
sending slot. This section details the effectiveness of using the ATW to eliminate contention.

The reliability of the first frame received by the receiving node is uncertain, as it may
activate its receiver at any time. Consequently, the initial round of startup is inherently
contentious. Theorem 1 establishes that the transmission times of concurrent startup nodes
are uniformly distributed within a finite time interval. The receiving nodes are advised
to implement a priority back-off strategy at the conclusion of the adaptive transmission
window (ATW) according to the configured priority back-off timer. Following transmission
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of a cold-start frame, all sending nodes should endeavor to execute a particular time
division multiple access (TDMA) round to determine whether they belong to the majority
clique. Per the AS6003 specification, sending nodes are required to enter the primary
redundant port (PRP) phase at the end of ATW, and to initiate clique detection during the
primary standby port (PSP) phase of the succeeding sending slot. This section elucidates
the efficacy of leveraging ATWin to mitigate contention.

Theorem 2. For any node i and node j belonging to the union of Sl(n) and St(n), the absolute
value of the difference between their decision time points is less than or equal to

(
∆prop + ∆PRP

)
in

the n-th round of startup (see Appendix B for detailed proof).∣∣∣Ti
start(n)− T j

start(n)
∣∣∣ ≤ ∆prop + ∆PRP (17)

If contention occurs when the bus is occupied at the n-th round of startup, all nodes of
set St(n) will obtain the sending authentication, and all the nodes of set Sl(n) can detect
the contention. However, the nodes in set Sz(n) may try to start during the contention
and enter the listening state. They may happen to receive one complete valid frame. They
should discard the complete valid frame received during this period and set the contention
status flag to be true. All receiving nodes in set Sl(n) compulsorily discard the first valid
frame and set the contention status flag to be true, even if no contention occurs in the n-th
round of startup. All nodes with the true contention status flag should start to reenter the
listening state at the end of ATW.

Theorem 3. For any node j ∈ Sl(n), it must also belong to Sl(n + 1). This means that if node j
does not obtain authentication to send frames in the n-th round of startup, it still cannot obtain the
sending authentication in the (n+1)-th startup round.

Proof. As shown in Figure 8b, node i (i ∈ St(n)) obtains authentication to send frames and
to perform its ATWin at the time Ti

listen(n). Then it enters the PRP phase and arrives at
the decision time point Ti

start(n) after the PRP. Node i needs to perform a TDMA round
after sending frames successfully as well as perform clique detection in the PSP phase.
In this process, the TDMA round will firstly take (n− 1)∆slot time, and the clique detection
operation takes ∆PSP time. Node i then receives the CB error and waits for ∆k

startup to try
the cold-start again. If the receiving node j detects the contention within the ATW, it must
restart the listening timeout timer immediately at T j

start(n), which is the end of the ATW.
Since there must be a head node in the (n+1)-th round, a node with the earliest timeout
time of the priority timer will start first. It is discussed whether the node may belong to the
set Sl(n) as follows.

We assume that the head node hd(n + 1) in the (n+1)-th of startup belongs to set St(n).
For any node j ∈ Sl(n), Formula (18) must hold (see Appendix C for detailed derivation).

T j
listen(n + 1)− TRi

j(n + 1) ≥ ∆slot + ∆ f rame (18)

For any node in set Sl(n), its timeout time of the priority timer is greater than that of
any node in St(n). The node in Sl(n) does not obtain authentication to send frames before
the nodes in set St(n); thus, the assumption is valid.

As shown in Figure 8b, node j inevitably receives a cold-start frame from node i at
TRi

j(n + 1) before T j
listen(n + 1). The node in set Sl(n) is still the receiving node in the

(n+1)-th round of startup because of the timeout value of the listening timeout timer.
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Figure 8. The contention elimination. In subfigure (a), node i and node j perform the cold-start
concurrently. The contention will be eliminated in the next startup round where the node i successfully
sends a cold start frame. In subfigure (b), node j receives invalid cold-start frames, so it detects a
concurrent start-up in this startup round. Node j will re-listen in the next startup round, while node i
will successfully send a cold start frame.

Theorem 4. In the n-th round of startup, if node i(i ∈ Sz(n)) starts and enters into the listening
state during the contention, it must belong to Sl(n + 1).

Proof. All nodes in set Sz(n) are inactive before the head node hd(n) node sends frames.
If the node i of set Sz(n) enters the listening state before

(
Thd(n)

listen (n) + ∆prop

)
, it inevitably

receives a cold-start frame from the head node in the n-th round. Meanwhile, if the node
happens to receive a cold-start frame, according to ATWin, it must discard the frame
and set the contention status flag. If it does not receive a valid frame, it still needs to
set the contention status flag. If it does not detect channel activity, it can be equivalently
considered to belong to the set Sl(n + 1) in the (n+1)-th round. If the node, starting for the
first time, detects channel activity, it can be determined that the contention occurs in the
first round. Thus, it enters the listening state again at the end of the ATW. Equivalently,
the node belongs to Sl(n), known from Theorem 3. This node does not obtain the sending
authentication before St(n).

Theorem 5. For any node i in set St(n), if its number ID Ni is not the minimum number in set
St(n), the node must belong to Sl(n + 1).

Proof. Since the sending node does not detect contention within ATW, it needs at least
one TDMA round to determine the contention according to clique detection. For node i
and node j, i < j in set St(n), they confirm themselves as a startup success and insist on
sending the cold-start frame. According to AS6003 and the ATWin model, node i and node
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j need to enter the PRP stage after the ATW, as shown in Figure 8a. After successfully
sending, the nodes need to perform a TDMA. In the next sending slot, they enter the PSP
phase to perform clique detection. This process takes (n− 1)∆slot time, and the clique
detection takes ∆PSP. Then, the nodes receive the CB (communication blindness) error and
wait for ∆k

startup to try the cold-start again. According to Theorems 3 and 4, all nodes in
Sl(n) and Sz(n) are timed-out after nodes in St(n), that is, all sending nodes do not receive
confirmation from the receiving nodes during this period. After waiting for a ∆TDMA,
the sending nodes detect a CB error and then lose the sending authentication and wait for
the start timer timeout.

If the start timeout timer of node i expires earlier (Ni < Nj) and the sending authenti-
cation is obtained, then Formula (19) holds (see Appendix D for the detailed derivation).

T j
listen(n + 1)− TRi

j(n + 1) ≥ ∆PSP + ∆ f rame (19)

It can be known from Formula (19) that if node i obtains the sending authentication,
that is that the node i belongs to set St(n + 1), then the node j belonging to set St(n)
necessarily loses the sending authentication in the (n+1)-th round of startup. Node j
belongs to Sl(n + 1). As shown in Figure 8a, node j receives the cold-startup frame from
node i before T j

startup(n + 1). Because in the (n+1)-th round, only the head node hd(n + 1)
can obtain the sending authentication. Only the node with the lowest node ID in set St(n)
belongs to set St(n + 1) in this startup round.

In summary, when the core nodes do not start concurrently during the n-th round
of startup, all the initial startup nodes regard the received frame as the first cold-start
frame, which is the case of pseudo-contention. This round of startup is still considered as
a contention startup. When it comes to true contention, which means that the core nodes
start concurrently in the n-th round, the ATWin startup model eliminates contention in
a way that only one node obtains sending authentication in the next round. Our ATWin
startup model can eliminate contention effectively.

4.2. Analysis of the Upper Bound of the Startup Time

In this paper, the upper bound of the startup time is defined as the longest time interval
from the sending instant to the SYNC instant. Specifically, the sending instant is defined
as the time point when a node sends the cold-start frame under the condition that there
are at least two nodes transiting into the LISTENING state or the COLDSTART state in the
system. The SYNC instant is defined as the time point when there are at least two nodes
transiting into the SYNC state in the system.

It is known from the last section that if there is a contention occurring in startup cycle
n, the contention is removed in startup cycle n + 1. Let TS be the startup time upper bound.
Let ∆contention be the time for contention removing, and let ∆vote be the time for clique
detecting. The TS can be formalized below according to the startup of the TTP/C protocol.

TS = ∆contention + ∆vote (20)

According to Equation (20), the key to the problem lies in the analysis of the time for
contention-removing ∆contention and the time for clique detecting ∆vote.

A. The upper bound of the contention-removing time
In our proposal, the contention-removing time is the time interval, from the instant

when the nodes access the bus in the startup cycle n to the decision instant when the head
node accesses the bus in startup cycle n + 1, denoted as the formula below.

∆contention = Thd(n+1)
startup (n + 1)

+∆window + ∆PRP − Thd(n)
listen (n)

(21)
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From Theorem 5, we know that node hd(n + 1) is the smallest node ID number in set
St(n). Let it be node k; then, the following formula can be entailed.

Thd(n+1)
startup (n + 1) = Tk

start(n) + ∆k
startup

+∆TDMA − ∆slot + ∆PSP
(22)

From the two above formulas, the contention-removing time can be expressed
as below.

∆contention
= Tk

start(n) + ∆k
startup + ∆TDMA − ∆slot

+∆PSP + ∆window + ∆PRP − Thd(n)
listen (n)

= Tk
start(n) + ∆k

startup + ∆TDMA − Thd(n)
listen (n)

(23)

In the above formula, the value of (Tk
start(n)− Thd(n)

listen (n)) determines the value of the
contention-removing time ∆contention. According to the definition of decision instant, node
k is a sending nod; thus, the following formula is entailed.

Thd(n+1)
startup (n + 1) = Tk

start(n)

+∆k
startup + ∆TDMA − ∆slot + ∆PSP

(24)

Thus, the contention-removing time interval can be formulated as below.

∆contention = ∆k
startup + ∆TDMA

+∆window + ∆PRP + Tk
listen(n)− Thd(n)

listen (n)
(25)

Apparently, the value of ∆contention is determined by the value of (Tk
listen(n)−Thd(n)

listen (n)).
If there is only one node in set St(n), the contention in the n-th round startup is inferred by
all receiving nodes by the reason of the compulsive frame-dropping, which is the pseudo-
contention case. In such a case, the head node in startup cycle n is still the head node in
startup cycle n + 1. Thus, Tk

listen(n)− Thd(n)
listen (n) = 0.

The max time for contention removing in this case is formulated as Equation (26).

max(∆contention)

= max
(

∆k
startup + ∆TDMA + ∆window + ∆PRP

)
= max

(
∆k

startup

)
+ (n + 1)∆slot − ∆PSP

= 2∆TDMA + ∆slot − ∆PSP

(26)

If there are more than one nodes in set St(n), the contention in the n-th round startup
is caused by a concurrent startup, which makes a true-contention case. As node k obtains
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authentication to send frames, it must be the node with the smallest node ID in St(n).
The max time for contention removing in this case is formulated as the equation below.

max(∆contention)

= max
(

∆k
startup + Tk

listen(n)− Thd(n)
listen (n)

)
+∆TDMA + ∆window + ∆PRP

(27)

From Equations (9) and (10), the value of max
(

Tk
listen(n)− Thd(n)

listen (n)
)

is equal to the

value of ∆prop. From Theorem 5, the node ID number of node k should be less than the
head node hd(n); thus, the blow equation can be entailed.

max(∆contention) =

∆max−1
startup + ∆TDMA + ∆window + ∆PRP + ∆prop

= 2∆TDMA − ∆PSP + ∆prop

(28)

Table 7 summarizes the two kinds of situations of the contention-removing time.

Table 7. The situations of the contention-removing time.

Cases Contention max(∆contention)

#St(n) = 1 pseudo-contention 2∆TDMA + ∆slot − ∆PSP

#St(n) ≥ 2 true contention 2∆TDMA + ∆prop − ∆PSP

B. The upper bound of the clique-detecting time
A successful startup of the system means that there exist at least two nodes that have

passed clique detecting and then enter into the SYNC state.
The result of whether clique detecting succeeds or fails depends on set Sl(n + 1). All

nodes in set Sl(n + 1) will be synchronized with node hd(n + 1) in the (n+1)-th round
startup before the decision time of node hd(n + 1). If the number of nodes in set Sl(n + 1)
is only one, the system is not judged into the SYNC state until node hd(n + 1) succeeds
in clique detecting; if the number of nodes in set Sl(n + 1) are greater than two, all the
receiving nodes reach the SYNC state before the decision time of the head node hd(n + 1).

Figure 9 illustrates the case when the clique-detecting time can reach its maximum.
Suppose that node i is the head node in the n-th round startup, and node j, k are the
receiving nodes in the Figure. Node i cannot ensure its SYNC state before its PSP phase in
the next TDMA. According to AS6003, if a receiving node that receives a valid cold-start
frame is in the majority clique, it reports a startup success in its own PSP phase. Node k
is the same. Any receiving node can complete clique detection before the sending nodes;
thus, Equation (29) can be entailed.

max(∆vote) = (n− 1)∆slot + ∆PSP (29)
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Figure 9. The upper bound of the clique-detecting time.

C. The upper bound of the startup time
From the analysis aforementioned, when there exists only one node that becomes

the sending node and the node has the maximum ID number, ∆contention obtains the max
value. If ∆vote obtains the max value, then there is only one receiving node in a startup
cycle. Hence, when there is only one sending node in the startup cycle n and there is only
one receiving node in this cycle, the system consumes the maximal startup time.

As to a system consisting of n core nodes that are allowed to perform startup and
using the contention-removing strategy in the ATWin model based on AS6003, the startup
time upper bound under fault-free circumstances is deduced as Equation (30).

TS = max(∆contention) + max(∆vote)

= 2∆TDMA + ∆slot − ∆PSP + (n− 1)∆slot + ∆PSP

= 2∆TDMA + ∆slot + (n− 1)∆slot

= 3n∆slot

(30)

The condition that the system consumes the maximal startup time is that there are two
nodes with the highest ID number performing a concurrent startup and the other nodes
are in off-line or fail-silent mode.

From the above analysis, if the core nodes start concurrently in the n-th round of
startup, our ATWin startup model can eliminate the contention in the (n+1)-th round. It
takes at most 3n∆slot time to succeed in startup. Therefore, the proposed startup model is
effective both in the logical domain and the time domain.

5. Summary and Prospect

The core issues of the TTP/C startup task are how to eliminate contention during the
startup phase and how to determine the upper bound of the system startup time. Through
analyzing the standard startup model defined by AS6003, it was found that the standard
startup model currently has the following limitations. First, the standard startup model is
described as a top-level design in the standard of the SAE and therefore lacks the necessary
details for practical implementation. It is difficult to formally prove the effectiveness of
the standard startup model for a TTP/C cluster with any number of nodes as well as to
determine the formal upper bound of its startup time. Secondly, the standard startup model
defined employs a forcible frame-dropping strategy to eliminate contention. Without an
effective contention-detecting strategy, it poses a negative effect on startup time in cases
where contention does not occur.

To address these limitations, this paper proposed an improved and detailed startup
model ATWin with a contention-detecting method to synchronize a TTP/C cluster. The pro-
posed model supplements the undefined details of the standard startup model in AS6003,
thereby bridging the gap between the top-level standard and its implementation. Our
ATWin is an implementable startup model for a TTP/C cluster, and we have opened the
source code of the proposed model to make it more useful. An arrival time window and a
contention flag are introduced to the model based on the standard startup model in AS6003
to achieve contention detection. Unlike the standard startup model, the ATWin model
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addresses specific contention scenarios by discriminating different types of contentions,
rather than roughly discarding all first cold-start frames. The detection strategy added
in ATWin can avoid unconditionally forcing the first startup frame to be discarded in all
contention scenarios. In C3-type contention scenarios, ATWin can accelerate startup by
reusing the frame, saving the system at least one TDMA cycle of time to start. However,
ATWin cannot reduce startup time of the system at the worst case. The lower time bound
of the proposed arrival time window that can meet the requirements of system startup is
also given. At last, this paper formally proves that the ATWin startup model can complete
contention elimination during the startup phase, and it derives a conclusion that the maxi-
mal startup time of our model is no more than 3n∆slot, thereby proving the effectiveness of
our model.

However, TTP/C has high fault-tolerance requirements during startup. Formal anal-
ysis of the ATWin model under the fault hypothesis has not yet been considered in this
paper. This remains an important area for future work.
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Appendix A. The Detailed Proof of Theorem 1

In the n-th round startup process, the difference in the absolute value of the active
point should be less than or equal to the maximum propagation delay for any node i and j
in sets Sl(n) and Sl(n).

Proof. If there are more than two nodes in St(n), the active instant of the exact nodes is
their own listening timeout instant according to the definition. The absolute value of the
difference between the active time points of the sending nodes should be less than or equal
to the maximum propagation delay. It is known from the timing constraint of Sl(n) that any
node k ∈ Sl(n) can receive a cold-start frame from the head node before the listen timeout
timer expires; thus, the following inequality holds.

Tk
atstart(n)− Thd(n)

atstart(n) ≤ TRhd(n)
k (n)− Thd(n)

listen (n)

≤ Thd(n)
listen (n) + prophd(n)

k − Thd(n)
listen (n)

≤ Thd(n)
listen (n) + prophd(n)

k − Thd(n)
listen (n)

(A1)

As the head node, hd(n) starts first. There is

Tk
listen(n)− Thd(n)

listen (n) ≤ 0 (A2)
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It can be expressed as:

Tk
atstart(n)− Thd(n)

atstart(n) ≤ prophd(n)
k ≤ ∆prop (A3)

Since node k is arbitrary, the above inequality still holds for any node j belonging to
set Sl(n). We conclude that: ∣∣∣Ti

atstart(n)− T j
atstart(n)

∣∣∣ ≤ ∆prop (A4)

Appendix B. The Detailed Proof of Theorem 2

In the n-th round startup process, for any two nodes i and j that belong to the set S,
the absolute value of the difference between their decision time points is less than or equal
to (∆prop + ∆PRP), regardless of whether the node acquired the sending authentication or
not. If node i has acquired the sending authentication, according to the definition of the
decision time point, it is equal to:

Ti
start(n) = Ti

atstart(n) + ∆PRP + ∆window (A5)

If node i has not acquired the sending authentication, the decision time point is equal
to:

Ti
start(n) = Ti

atstart(n) + ∆window (A6)

Combining the above two formulas, the absolute value of the difference between their
decision points can be calculated as Table A1.

Table A1. The absolute value of the difference between their decision points.

Value Condition∣∣∣Ti
atstart(n)− T j

atstart(n)
∣∣∣ i, j ∈ St(n)∣∣∣Ti

atstart(n)− T j
atstart(n)− ∆PRP

∣∣∣ i ∈ Sl(n), j ∈ St(n)∣∣∣Ti
atstart(n)− T j

atstart(n)− ∆PRP

∣∣∣ i ∈ St(n), j ∈ Sl(n)

According to the principle of the triangular inequality, we can obtain the result
as follows: ∣∣∣Ti

start(n)− T j
start(n)

∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣Ti

atstart(n)− T j
atstart(n)

∣∣∣+ ∆PRP
(A7)

From the conclusion in Theorem 1, we conclude that∣∣∣Ti
start(n)− T j

start(n)
∣∣∣ ≤ ∆prop + ∆PRP (A8)

Appendix C. The Detailed Proof of Formula (18) in Theorem 3

T j
listen(n + 1) = T j

start(n) + ∆j
listen (A9)

TRi
j(n + 1) = Ti

start(n) + (k− 1)∆slot + ∆PSP

+ ∆i
startup − propi

j

(A10)
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The subtraction of the above two formulas is as follows:

T j
listen(n + 1)− TRi

j(n + 1)

= T j
start(n) + ∆j

listen − Ti
start(n)− (k− 1)∆slot − ∆PSP

−∆i
startup − propi

j

= T j
start(n)− Ti

start(n) +
(

∆j
listen − ∆i

startup + (k− 1)∆slot

)
−propi

j − ∆PSP

(A11)

According to the priority back-off, the equations can be expressed as:

T j
listen(n + 1)− TRi

j(n + 1)

= T j
start(n)− Ti

start(n)
+
(
(2k + Nj)∆slot − Ni∆slot + (k− 1)∆slot

)
−propi

j − ∆PSP

= T j
start(n)− Ti

start(n) +
(
k + Nj − Ni + 1

)
∆slot

−propi
j − ∆PSP

(A12)

For different nodes i and j, the time slot numbers given in the design phase are
also different.

Nj − Ni ≥ 1− k (A13)

T j
listen(n + 1)− TRi

j(n + 1) ≥ T j
start(n)− Ti

start(n)

+ 2∆slot − propi
j − ∆PSP

(A14)

From Theorem 2, there are:

T j
listen(n + 1)− TRi

j(n + 1)
≥ 2∆slot − propi

j − ∆PSP − ∆prop − ∆PRP

≥ 2∆slot − ∆PSP − ∆PRP − 2∆prop
≥ ∆slot + ∆PSP + ∆TP + ∆PRP − 2∆prop − ∆PSP
−∆PRP
≥ ∆slot + ∆TP − 2∆prop

(A15)

Combining this Formula (13), we can obtain:

T j
listen(n + 1)− TRi

j(n + 1)
≥ ∆slot + ∆ f rame + 2∆prop − 2∆prop
≥ ∆slot + ∆ f rame

(A16)

Appendix D. The Detailed Proof of Formula (19) in Theorem 5

T j
listen(n + 1) = Ti

start(n) + (k− 1)∆slot + ∆PSP

+ ∆i
startup − propi

j

(A17)

TRi
j(n + 1) = Ti

start(n) + (k− 1)∆slot + ∆PSP

+ ∆i
startup − propi

j

(A18)
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The subtraction of the above two formulas is as follows.

T j
listen(n + 1)− TRi

j(n + 1)

= T j
start(n) + (k− 1)∆slot + ∆PSP + ∆j

startup

−
(

Ti
start(n) + (k− 1)∆slot + ∆PSP + ∆i

startup

)
− propj

i

= T j
start(n)− Ti

start(n) +
(

∆j
startup − ∆i

startup

)
− propj

i

= T j
start(n)− Ti

start(n) +
(

Nj − Ni
)
∆slot − propj

i

(A19)

It is assumed that the slot number of node i is smaller than node j; thus, there is an
inequality as follows:

Nj − Ni ≥ 1 (A20)

Combining Theorem 2, we can obtain:

T j
listen(n + 1)− TRi

j(n + 1)

≥ ∆slot − propj
i − ∆prop − ∆PRP

≥ ∆PSP + ∆TP + ∆PRP − propj
i − ∆prop − ∆PRP

≥ ∆PSP + ∆TP − 2∆prop

(A21)

Combining Formula (13), we can obtain:

T j
listen(n + 1)− TRi

j(n + 1)
≥ ∆PSP + ∆ f rame + 2∆prop − 2∆prop
≥ ∆PSP + ∆ f rame

(A22)
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